NOTES:
- Showing only half the pattern.
- Total fabric needed for one gown is 59-5/8 In X 74 In
- Make the pattern by either printing it full scale or follow the steps on the next pages.
MAKE PATTERN: STEP 1
- Get a piece of paper at least 60 in x 37 in
- Draw out the rectangles shown here
MAKE PATTERN: STEP 2
- Add the curved and angled lines using the rectangles
- Shapes of curved lines can be approximate
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SCALE 0.100
MAKE PATTERN: STEP 3
- Cut the perimeter
- If desired, add perforation to make gown removal tear-away
MAKE GOWN: STEP 1
- Cut the fabric to 60 in x 74 in
- Fold the fabric in half to have a double layer 60 in x 37 in
- Align the long edge of the pattern with the fabric fold line
- Align the bottom short edge of the pattern with the bottom of the fabric
- Trace the pattern to the fabric
MAKE GOWN: STEP 2
- Cut the fabric to shape
- Unfold the fabric
MAKE GOWN: STEP 3
- Fold down the top through the center of the neck hole and thumb hole
- Bond edge at bottom of sleeve
NOTE: This page is 70 ln X 48 ln
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